
REACH NEW HEIGHTS
ON TOP OF BUSINESS, ON TOP OF THE WORLD
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Welcome to Thredbo, where conferences reach new heights – literally! Swap stuffy meeting rooms
for crisp mountain air. From brainstorming sessions to mountain-top triumphs, our conference

spaces offer a blend of productivity and play. 

Picture this: your team conquering corporate peaks by day, then sliding into success on the slopes
of the mountains. Because who said work can't have a breathtaking backdrop? Thredbo, where

meetings meet mountains, and success has the best view!

Thredbo Alpine Hotel is located
in the heart of the village, just

meters from the chairlift



THREDBO ALPINE HOTEL
Step into a conference experience that transcends

the ordinary at Thredbo Alpine Hotel, an architectural
masterpiece since 1963 in the heart of Thredbo

village. 

Embrace the genuine alpine culture of the Snowy
Mountains, where every stone wall and wooden panel

tells a story steeped in history.

Seamless convenience defines your stay here, with 
65 rooms catering to various preferences. Function
rooms and dining venues are accessible internally,

ensuring every moment flows effortlessly.

 Integrate work and leisure, transforming your
corporate gathering into a weekend of collaborative

success and relaxation.

Thredbo Alpine Hotel isn't just a venue; it's an
immersive haven. Let your conferences rise to new

heights, surrounded by the breathtaking backdrop of
the Snowy Mountains. 

Here, success meets scenic beauty, turning your
meetings into unforgettable moments within the
convenience and elegance of our alpine retreat.



THREDBO

SYDNEY

CANBERRA

MELBOURNE

LOCATION

1HR 2½HR 5½HR 7HR

COOMA
AIRPORT

CANBERRA SYDNEY MELBOURNE

TRANSPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

Snowy Mountain Shuttles
0497 888 444

Alpine Charter
0414 400 378

Snowlink Liner
02 6452 1584

An exclusive retreat nestled in a world-class alpine destination
within Kosciuszko National Park.

Located just 60 minutes from the Snowy Mountains Airport
and a convenient 2½ hour drive from Canberra, our venue

offers a tranquil escape. 

Sydney professionals can reach us with a five to six-hour drive,
while Melbourne travelers have a captivating seven-hour

journey with scenic routes. 



ACTIVIT IES

IN RESORT
• Skiing / Snowboarding*
• Snowshoeing*
• Scenic chairlift / gondola rides
• Alpine coaster
• Mountain Biking
• Mt Kosciuszko summit
• Guided walks 
• Golf
• Yoga
• Swimming
• Tennis / Squash
• Bouldering wall
• Bungee trampolines

IN LOCAL AREA
• Climbing and abseiling
• Fishing
• Horse riding
• Wine, schnapps & brewery tasting
• Watersports

*Winter only



EVENT SPACES



KOSCIUSZKO
ROOM

Welcome to the pinnacle of event spaces – the Kosciuszko Room at Thredbo
Alpine Hotel! With a sprawling 237 square metres of versatile elegance, this
room is a testament to maximum functionality. Hosting up to 250 seated
theatre-style or 300 standing in cocktail-style, it's a canvas for your most

ambitious events.

 Enjoy breathtaking views of the Snowy Mountains through floor-to-ceiling
windows, complemented by a light and airy foyer area. This room also

connects to the Crackenback Room with an inviting bar. 

The Kosciuszko Room – where your events ascend to unparalleled heights! 
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TATE 
ROOM

Step into the Tate Room, Thredbo's playful powerhouse for meetings that mix
business with a touch of mountain magic. With 59.4 square metres of space,
it's where your event script comes to life—seating up to 30 for theater-style.

When it's time to break free, explore indoor and outdoor nooks amid the
stunning alpine setting. 

Tate Room at Thredbo Alpine Hotel – where meetings are a mountain of fun! 
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TOWNSEND
ROOM

Welcome to the Townsend Room, where meetings reach new heights! 
As our second-largest event space, this 109.2-square-metre gem is designed
for maximum functionality, making it the perfect canvas for your seminars
and meetings. With a capacity for up to 60 in theatre style, and 25 for U-

shaped, it's where ideas take center stage. 

Breakout possibilities are limitless amidst the stunning alpine surroundings,
ensuring your conference is as dynamic as the landscape. 

Townsend Room at Thredbo Alpine Hotel – where functionality meets the
mountains.
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ALPINE BAR

Discover the Alpine Bar at Thredbo Alpine Hotel,
centrally positioned with sweeping valley views.
Indulge in a delightful BBQ lunch or dinner as you
unwind in the serene outdoor setting, savouring both
the cuisine and the breathtaking mountain vistas.

CASCADES RESTAURANT

Discover the versatility of Cascades Restaurant at
Thredbo Alpine Hotel, offering panoramic mountain
views and an outdoor deck. Whether you're hosting a
corporate event, a small business celebration, or any
occasion for up to 80 guests, Cascades provides a
flexible and refined setting.

SEGRETO

Experience the exclusivity of Segreto at Thredbo Alpine
Hotel, where the name says it all – 'secret' in Italian.
Ideal for intimate gatherings, Segreto accommodates up
to 4 guests, providing a private and customizable
setting.  

LOUNGE BAR

Discover the laid-back charm of the Lounge Bar at
Thredbo Alpine Hotel. With a chic design and a capacity
for up to 150 guests, this venue boasts a deck and an
inviting open gas fireplace. Enjoy views of the mountains
and the Thredbo River, making it an ideal setting for any
cocktail-style function. 



Thredbo NSW 2625
tahfunctions@evt.com
(02) 6459 4184    
thredbo.com.au


